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Provide software for the public good.

We provide services, support, and mentoring 
for hundreds of 

software project communities.

ASF Mission
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“The Apache Software Foundation (ASF) is 
one of the most important and influential 
players in the modern open-source software 

development community.”

— Sean M. Kerner, eWeek

Over 20 Years of Community-Led Development
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813 ASF Members

7,800+ Apache committers

200M+ lines of code in Apache repositories

Software value exceeding $20B (CoCoMo) 

100% available to the public:
zero cost and no licensing fees 

20 Years of Accomplishments
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From 21 founders in 1999 to largest FOSS 
Foundation today with over 7,800 

committers.

Consistent Growth
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Apache Projects

350+ Apache project and sub-project communities 

45 communities growing their projects in the 
Apache Incubator 

Host core software across numerous categories: Big Data 
- Streaming - Messaging - Cloud Computing - AI and 
Machine Learning - Mobile - Internet of Things中国开源软件推进联盟



Apache Top Level Projects
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Apache Podlings In The Incubator
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Modern Technologies Are At Apache

Apache projects dominate the Big Data ecosystem:
Accumulo, Kylin, Flink, Ignite, Kafka, Pig, Spark, Eagle, 
Griffin

Cloud is native to Apache with Airavata, CloudStack, Hudi, 
Helix, Mesos, SkyWalking, and many more

AI & Machine Learning run with Spark, Mahout, Singa, MADLib, 
SystemML, MarvinAI 

The ASF’s approach to governance and community-building allows 
a multi-billion dollar industry to form around our projects.
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Apache projects power more than half the Internet, 
managing over a billion gigabytes of data.

Apache software is inside nearly every user computing 
device from laptops to tablets to phones. 

The commercially-friendly and permissive Apache License 
2.0 is an industry standard within the Open Source 
world. 

Apache Global Impacts
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Every Internet-Connected Country
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Growing Leadership From China

Apache projects originating from China (10): 
CarbonData, Dubbo, Eagle, Griffin, HAWQ, Kylin, 
RocketMQ, ServiceComb, ShardingSphere, Skywalking

Apache podlings coming from China (9):
APISIX, brpc, DolphinScheduler, Doris, ECharts, IotDB, 
MesaTEE, TubeMQ, Weex

Many Apache projects translated; Groovy, Cassandra, 
Flink all with large involvement from China
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How The ASF Works: The Apache Way 

Our process is based on three concepts: 

Earned Authority (Merit) — Individuals participate in Apache 
projects as individuals. They earn merit by what they do and how 
they do it. 

Transparency — Our projects are developed and evolved in the 
open, so that everyone who wants to contribute is able to. 

Community — We believe that great software is a property of 
great communities, and value community health over all else.中国开源软件推进联盟



How The ASF Works: The Apache Incubator

Entry path for project communities wishing to become part of the 
ASF family.

Ensures all code is in accordance with the ASF legal standards; 
mentors and teaches new communities in The Apache Way.

Infrastructure, communications, and decision-making must grow to 
be consistent with other successful ASF projects.

Not a reflection of the completeness or stability of the code; 
Incubation is a time of mentoring and community growth.中国开源软件推进联盟



How The ASF Works: Apache Attic

Complete lifecycle support for projects and communities.

Apache Attic keeps older projects code available read-only -
never worry about mature or older projects getting deleted.

As a vendor-neutral non-profit organization, ensures that code 
donated to Apache projects will always be available.
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Why The ASF Works: The Result

Vendor Neutrality - We are a neutral meeting place for 
competitors to collaborate.

Diversity - Our model of governance lets projects evolve 
independently of corporate influence, and ensures they remain 
independent and diverse. 

Trust - We are trusted by organizations around the world to 
serve as a home for their more important software projects. 

Safety - Our governance model, intellectual property processes 
and licensing provide a safe environment for contributors and 
users alike. 
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Why The ASF Works: Contributor Value

Contributions by individuals, not organizations

All-volunteer community (even if your employer 
pays you to work on Apache projects) 

ASF does NOT pay for development

Not just code: contributions in documentation, 
project management, community, evangelism, user 
experience, organizing events, design, and more! 中国开源软件推进联盟



Where Is The ASF Going?

Planning for long-term sustainability:

5-year Strategic Plan
https://www.apache.org/board/plan

Solid Financial Standing
https://www.apache.org/foundation/reports

Diversity & Inclusion -- recent major initiative 
https://diversity.apache.org/ 中国开源软件推进联盟



Get Involved!

Use Apache Projects - you already are!

Join your favorite Apache project mailing lists 
dev@ or user@ (projectname.apache.org) 

Help develop Projects and Communities in “The Apache Way”
https://incubator.apache.org/ 

Attend Apache Global Events - ApacheCon @ Home
https://www.apachecon.com/ 

Apache Community Development - Help For Newcomers
https://community.apache.org/
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Shane Curcuru

Vice Chairman

Apache Software Foundation

Thank YOU!
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